A theorem of
, [2] , asserts that for every continuous/ of period 27r there is a homeomorphism g of [ -ir, ir] with itself such that the Fourier series of/og converges uniformly. Salem [3] has given a powerful test for the uniform convergence of a Fourier series. On the other hand, there is no criterion which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the Fourier series of a continuous function to converge everywhere.
In this note we show that the method of Salem may be used to determine a necessary and sufficient condition that a continuous function / be such that the Fourier series of / o g should converge everywhere for every homeomorphism g of [ -ir, ir] with itself. It is clear that this condition must be weaker than bounded variation since the continuous functions of bounded ^-variation with 4> = ^, p>l, have uniformly convergent Fourier series, and this class of functions is preserved by composition with homeomorphisms [3] , [4] .
2. We define right and left systems of intervals (at a point). Let {kn} be a sequence of positive integers such that lim" kn = °° and lim" k"/n = 0.
For each w, let Inm, m = l, ■ ■ ■ , kn, be disjoint closed intervals such that for each n, In,m-i is to the left of 7"m. Let there be a real x such that for every e>0 there is an N such that InmE(x, x+e) whenever n>N. Then the collection S= {lnm: w = 1, 2, • • • ; m = 1, 2, • • • , kn} is called a right system of intervals (at x). A left system is defined similarly.
3. Let / be a continuous function of period 2ir and x be a point. It is easily seen that there is a sequence 5"\0 such that limn ndn = 00 and lim I /(x ± t)D"(t)dt = 0.
We need only note that if Afc\0 then there exists Nk such that I fix ± t)Dnit)dt < Ak I J &k whenever n>Nk.
If mk is an increasing sequence of integers with mk>Nk, we may set 8n=Ak for nEimk, mk+i]. We may choose mk increasing so rapidly that lim nbn ^ lim Akmk = ». 5. This result yields a criterion for everywhere convergence of Fourier series which is invariant under changes in variable.
For every right system, S, consider the sequence
an (3) is defined similarly for left systems.
Suppose now that/ is such that an(S) converges to zero for every right and left system. Then, for every x, we may shrink the intervals [x+6n + (2i-l)ir/n, x+dn+2iir/n], i = l, ■ ■ • , kn, to obtain disjoint closed intervals 7"" i=l, ■ ■ • , kn, so that an(S) is equiconvergent withZ(f. kn, n, x+6n). This yields the following result:
I// is such that <xn(8) converges to zero /or every right and le/t system d then,/or every homeomorphism g, the Fourier series 0// o g converges everywhere.
|6. We now show that if / is such that there is a right (or left) system at a point x for which lim" a"(S) ^0, then there is a homeomorphism g such that the Fourier series of/og diverges at x. We assume, as we may, that $ is a right system, x = 0,/(0) =0 and for some finite a>0, lim" sup ctn(^)^ot.
We first describe briefly the essential idea behind the construction. The g thus defined can be altered to give a piecewise linear, continuous, increasing function which has small slope on most of each of the former intervals of constancy and rises abruptly on a small portion of each of these intervals. This can be done so as to preserve the properties of g noted above.
It is somewhat simpler, however, to construct the homeomorphism g directly. This is accomplished by the use of the following Lemma. Let {kn} be a sequence 0/ integers with the properties lim" kn = 00, lim" kn/n = 0. There is a sequence {e"}, 0 <€n <ir/n, such that /or every /unction h continuous in a neighborhood 0/ zero with asM->oo ifi?n = 0(l/(log*,)1/*)-Letting tn=Vn/n = Oil/n (log kn)112) the proof of the lemma is complete. We proceed with the construction of the homeomorphism g. We choose an integer mi such that The first term can be made small by choosing nti large and, for any choice of mi, the second term will be small if bi is sufficiently close to x.
We now set We now choose mr+i such that (2kmr+1 + l)/mr+i<l/mr, r^ < rmri, and (ir+i) is satisfied. It is relatively easy to extend g to a homeomorphism of [ -ir, ir] with itself such that /° sin mnt (/og)(t)-dt^ 0.
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This proves the Theorem. / is such that / o g has an everywhere convergent Fourier series /or every homeomorphism g if and only i/ lim" a"(S) = 0 /or every system 3.
It should be noted that the requirement on a system 3 that the Inm, w = 1, •••,&", be disjoint is not essential and can be replaced by nonoverlapping, for if we assume that d satisfies the latter condition and lim a"(f!)=^0, then by shrinking the intervals of $ slightly we may obtain an d' satisfying the former condition for which lim
